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1. INTRODUCTION
Open and dynamic systems, such as the Web and its ex-

tension, the Semantic Web, are by nature distributed and
heterogeneous. Such characteristics implicate that the on-
tologies used to describe content and services can be rep-
resented using different formats and, more specifically, dif-
ferent languages. In this scenario, multilingual ontologies
mapping is required. The mapping result can be used for
ontology merging, agent communication, query answering,
or for navigation on the Semantic Web. Examples of practi-
cal applications are distributed question answering systems
[7] and comparison of ontologies describing legislations from
different countries [2].

There are a lot of proposals to ontology mapping. Well-
known approaches to the problem can be grouped into lexi-
cal, semantic, and structural ones, as terms may be mapped
by a measure of lexical similarity, or they can be evaluated
semantically, usually on the basis of semantic oriented lin-
guistic resources, or considering the term positions in the
ontology hierarchy. It is assumed that the approaches are
complementary to each other and combining different ones
reflect better solutions when compared to the solutions of
the individual approaches. However, multilingual ontology
mapping is an issue what is not well explored.

This paper proposes a framework for mapping of multi-
lingual Description Logics (DL) ontologies. First, the DL
source ontology is translated to the target ontology langue,
using a lexical database or a dictionary, generating a DL
translated ontology. The target and the translated ontolo-
gies are then used as input for the mapping process. A DL
mapping ontology is generated as result of this process. In
this paper we focus on the process of generating the DL
translated ontology.

The mappings are computed by specialized agents using
different mapping approaches (lexical, semantic and struc-
tural). Next, these agents use argumentation to exchange
their local results, in order to agree on the obtained map-
pings. Based on their preferences and confidence of the ar-
guments, the agents compute their preferred mapping sets.
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The arguments in such preferred sets are viewed as the set
of globally acceptable arguments. See [10] for details of the
argumentation process.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 comments
on OWL Description Logics, the formalism used to repre-
sent our ontologies. Section 3 presents our architecture for
multilingual ontology mapping. Section 4 presents an il-
lustrative example. Section 5 comments on related work.
Finally, section 6 presents the final remarks and the future
work.

2. OWL-DESCRIPTION LOGIC
Description Logics (DLs) is the name for a family of knowl-

edge representation (KR) formalisms that represent the knowl-
edge of an application domain (“the world”) by first defin-
ing the relevant concepts of the domain (its terminology),
and then using these concepts to specify properties of ob-
jects and individuals occurring in the domain (the world
description) [1]. A DL knowledge base (KB) comprises two
components: TBox and ABox. The TBox contains the ter-
minology, which specifies the vocabulary of an application
domain. The ABox contains assertions about named in-
dividuals in terms of the TBox. The vocabulary consists
of concepts and roles. Concepts denote set of individuals
while roles denote binary relationship between individuals.
Atomic concepts and roles can be used to build complex
description of concepts and roles, using constructors. The
language for building descriptions is a feature of different
DLs, and different systems are distinguished by their de-
scription languages, i.e., the expressiveness of the language
according with the constructors that they support.

The OWL-DL ontology language is a variant of the SHOIN(D)
[5] Description Logic, which provides constructors for full
negation, disjunction, a restricted form of existential quan-
tification, and reasoning with concrete datatypes. OWL-DL
is the state-of-the-art to represent expressive ontologies.

The set of SHOIN(D) concepts is defined by the following
syntactic rules, where A is an atomic concept, R os an role
name, d is a concrete domain, ci are individuals, and n is a
non-negative integer:

C → A | ¬C | C1 u C2 | C1 t C2 | ∃R.C | ∀R.C |
n S | n S | {a1,...,an} | n T | nT |
∃T1, ..., Tn.D | ∀T1, ..., Tn.D

D → d | {c1,...,cn }
We consider the semantic of a SHOIN(D) knowledge base

KB by the mapping π proposed by [4] which transform KB
axioms into a first-order formula. Each atomic concept is



Figure 1: Architecture for multilingual ontology
mapping.

mapped into a unary predicate and each role is mapped
into a binary predicate.

3. ARCHITECTURE FOR MULTILINGUAL
ONTOLOGY MAPPING

Here, we focus in the process of translating ontologies
in the context of multilingual ontology mapping. Figure 1
shows the proposed architecture. Initially, the agents inter-
ested in the mapping (source and target agents) send their
ontologies to the mediator agent, which sends the ontologies
to the translation agent. The translation agent is respon-
sible for translating the source ontology into a translated
DL ontology, in the target langue, using a dictionary. The
translated, target, and source ontologies are then sent to the
mapper agents. The idea is to make available the mediator
agent as a web service, in order to the translation process
to be transparent to the source and target agents.

In an initial setting of our framework, we have three map-
per agents: lexical (L), semantic (S), and structural (E).
However, our architecture is extensible for other kinds of
agents. For instance, agents based on the similarity of in-
stances, or agents based on the similarity of classes attributes,
or even other semantic agents relying on different semantic
database or thesauri.

The lexical agent (L) adopts a metric to compare string
similarity, while the semantic agent (S) considers the se-
mantic relations (i.e., synonym, hyponym, and hypernym)
between concepts to measure the similarity between them,
on the basis of a lexical database. The structural agent (E)
considers the positions of the terms in the ontology hierarchy

to verify if the terms can be mapped. An approach based on
argumentation is used in order to the agents agree on the
obtained mappings. An Extended Value-based Argumen-
tation Framework (E-VAF) is used to represent arguments
with confidence degrees [10]. The E-VAF allows to deter-
mine which arguments are acceptable, with respect to the
different audiences represented by different agents. To each
argument is associated a confidence degree, representing how
confident an agent is in the similarity of two ontology terms.
Based on their preferences and confidence of the arguments,
the agents compute their preferred mapping sets. The argu-
ments in such preferred sets are viewed as the set of globally
acceptable arguments. This set is assumed be the result of
the mapping process.

The final mappings are the sent to the translation agent,
which sends the mapping and the translated ontologies to
the mediator agent. Finally, these ontologies are used to the
source agent.

In the following we describe in detail the translation agent.

3.1 Translation Agent
The translation agent uses a dictionary (or a lexical database)

to obtain the set of synonymous terms of each term from
the source ontology. Each term is then transformed into a
concept description in the translated ontology. The set of
synonymous is used to compose the concept description of
the corresponding term.

Formally, consider that Tsource is the set of terms of the
source ontology, in the source langue; Ttrans is the set of
terms of the translated ontology. For each term tsource,i ∈
Tsource, a set of synonymous Tsyn (i.e., {tsyn,1, ..., tsyn,n})
is generated in the target langue. The term tsource,i is then
converted into a concept description t trans,i ≡ tsyn,1 t ... t
tsyn,n.

The number of terms of the translated ontology is equiv-
alent to the sum of the terms in the source ontology with
each set of synonymous of each term. Formally, |Ttrans| =
Σ 1,...,n tsource,i Σ 1,...,m tsyn,j , where n = |Tsource|, and m
= |Tsyn|, for the term i.

Moreover, we can distinguished two kinds of terms: sin-
gle (i.e., “Thesis”) and compound (i.e., “Master-Thesis”).
The process of translating single terms is made according
to the description above. A strategy to reduce the num-
ber of terms in the synonymous sets is to verify the terms
which are super-classes of the compared terms, including
these terms in the search. For instance, if “Publication” is
the super-class of “Thesis”, the term “Publication” is used
in the search of synonymous of the term “Thesis”. We call
this search a contextualized search.

In the second kind, compound terms, first it is verified
if the composite term is a synonymous entry in the dictio-
nary. In this case, the process is made as commented above.
Otherwise, the terms are searched separately (i.e., the com-
pound term is decomposed into single terms, such as a “tok-
enization” process). The concept description of a compound
terms is formed by the disjunction of the synonymous set of
each single term. For each synonymous set is generated a
conjunction of the synonymous terms, as described above for
the single terms. For instance, consider the Portuguese term
“Tese-Mestrado” (“Master-Thesis”m in English). First it is
verified if the compound term is a direct entry in the dic-
tionary. Considering that case, a description Tese-Mestrado
≡ (Master-Thesis t Thesis t ... t tsyn,n) could be gener-



Figure 2: Portuguese source ontology.

Figure 3: English target ontology.

ated. Otherwise, the terms are searched separately: “Tese”
and “Mestrado”. In this case, “Tese” ≡ (Thesis t Disserta-
tion t ... t tsyn,n), and “Mestrado” ≡ (Master u Master-
Thesis u ...t tsyn,n). Then, the final description of “Tese-
Mestrado” is the disjunction of the synonymous set of “Tese”
and “Mestrado”: “Tese-Mestrado” ≡ (Thesis t Dissertation
t ... t tsyn,n) u ≡ (Master u Master-Thesis u ...t tsyn,n).

4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the ontologies shown in Figures 2 and 3, in En-

glish and Portuguese languages, respectively. We exempli-
fied as the terms “Topico” in the source ontology is mapped
to the term “Subject” in the target ontology. These terms
represent the research areas related to a publication.

First, the source term “Topico” is searched in a Portuguese-
English lexical dictionary, and the set of synonymous {Subject,
Topic, Matter, Issue} is generated. Each element from this
set is added as a concept in the translated ontology (Fig-
ure 4). The term “Topico” is then described in terms of its
synonymous set: “Topico” ≡ Subject t Topic t Matter t
Issue (Figure 4). The target (Figure 3) and the translated
(Figure 4) ontologies are then used as input to the mapping
process.

In this specific example, we consider the three mapper
agents lexical (L), semantic (S) and structural (E). The
lexical agent adopts the the lexical similarity proposed by
[6]. The semantic agent consider the semantic (i.e., syn-
onym, hyponym, and hypernym) relations between concepts
to measure the similarity between them, on the basis of
WordNet1 2.1 database. The structural agent verified if
the super-classes of the compared terms are lexically sim-

1http://www.wordnet.princeton.edu

Figure 4: Translated ontology.

ilar. If not, the semantic similarity between they is used. If
the super-classes of the terms are lexically or semantically
similar, the terms can be matched.

The agents are able to map the primary concepts from
the translated ontology with the terms from the target on-
tology. In the example, “Topico” is not a primary concept,
but a complex concept formed by the a conjunction of pri-
mary concepts. The primary concepts are “Issue”, “Mat-
ter”, “Subject”, and “Topic”.

For each pair (ttrans,ttarget) the agents apply their algo-
rithms and return two parameters (h,c): h, indicating that
the mapping holds or not (+,-), and the confidence degree
(c) of the mapping, which is related with the similarity of
the terms, considering composite terms. In our argumen-
tation framework, arguments with greater confidence degree
are preferred. Here, we consider only the mapping between
the primary terms and “Subjecttarget”. Table 1) shows the
mappings.

Table 1: Mappings.
ttrans ttarget L S E

Issuetrans Subjecttarget (-,0) (+,1) (+,0)
Mattertrans Subjecttarget (-,0) (+,1) (+,0)
Subjecttrans Subjecttarget (+,1) (+,1) (+,0)
Topictrans Subjecttarget (-,0) (+,1) (+,0)

From argumentation, the agents agree on the following
arguments: Issuetrans ≡ Subjecttarget (+,1); Mattertrans ≡
Subjecttarget (+,1); Subjecttrans ≡ Subjecttarget (+,1); and
Topictrans ≡ Subjecttarget (+,1).

Looking for a specific mapping, Subjecttrans ≡ Subjecttarget,
we can observe that Subjecttrans is into the description of
Topicotrans. This way, Subjecttarget is equivalent to the
term Topicosource. Formally, “Subjecttarget ≡” “Subjecttrans”
and “Subjecttrans” ∈ “Topicotrans”(Subject t Topic tMat-
ter t Issue), which is the translation of “Topicosource”. Then,
“Topicosource” ≡ “Subjecttarget”.

5. RELATED WORK
In the field of ontology mapping, [8] and [9] present a

broad overview of the various approaches on automated on-
tology matching. Multilingual ontology is an issue what is
not explored in these works. We find proposal for using
multilingual ontologies in Information Retrieval field. [3]



explore a translation-free technique for multilingual infor-
mation retrieval. Multilingual ontologies are used for doc-
uments/queries representation to map a term to its corre-
sponding concept. The ontologies are supposed to be cre-
ated manually. In multilingual question-answering systems,
[7] use a multilingual ontology to search across multilingual
source of data, where the multilingual ontologies are manu-
ally defined. An initiative to create a extension of the well-
known WordNet English database is the EuroWordNet2, a
multilingual database with wordnets for several European
languages (Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Czech
and Estonian). In the juridical domain, a proposal of a mul-
tilingual lexical database LOIS3 had supported the creation
of multilingual ontologies of terms from juridical domain,
using European languages. The LOIS database can be used
also as a dictionary to translate terms from different lan-
guages.

6. FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed a framework for automatic map-

ping of multilingual Description Logics (DL) ontologies. In
the ontology mapping field, multilingual ontology mapping
is still not explored. Several applications, such as web ques-
tion answering, require automatic tools to map the descrip-
tion of their content and services.

First, the source ontology is translated to the target on-
tology langue, using a lexical database or a dictionary, gen-
erating a DL translated ontology. The target and tranlated
ontologies are used as input for the mapping process. A DL
mapping ontology is generated as result of this process. The
mappings are computed by specialized agents using differ-
ent mapping approaches (lexical, semantic and structural).
These agents use argumentation to exchange their local re-
sults, in order to agree on the obtained mappings. In this
paper we focused in the translation agent.

In the future, we intend to develop further tests using
ontologies from different languages and evaluate our auto-
matic systems against manual mappings; and use mapping
in a multilingual question-answering system.
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